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Executive Summary

Every summer, images of wildfires dominate TV screens and newspaper 

headlines. Smoke jumpers are deployed, planes dump retardant slurry on the 

flames, and firefighters dig trenches to halt the fires’ advance. Yet despite the 

effort—and the money—that goes into emergency response, fires destroy hundreds of 

homes and whole neighborhoods in the American West during wildfire season.

Homes can best be protected by “firewise” measures that improve the fire resistance of structures and modify the 
surrounding vegetation in order to limit the spread and intensity of these dangerous fires. However, a new NRDC 
pilot study of a community in California’s Sierra Nevada region found that not a single home there met the minimum 
standards necessary to maximize the chances of the home surviving a fire. Fortunately, the fixes are relatively easy and 
affordable. Unfortunately, federal dollars that should be spent on firewise protections are instead diverted to commercial 
logging and other misguided practices that do not make communities safe, and may even heighten fire risks. 

Misdirected federal priorities not only leave woodland homes exposed, but also reinforce a vicious funding circle that 
makes ever-increasing demands on the federal budget. Failure to get communities firewise means that fewer fires can be 
allowed to burn, for fear they will escape and reach a town. Increased suppression, however, can increase the intensity and 
threat of future fires. That, in turn, leads to an ever greater need for suppression funding. Attacking the problem of com-
munity safety directly and effectively will help break this cycle and make it possible to reduce suppression, and suppres-
sion funding, in the future. 

WHO IS MOST AT RISK?
While wildfires occur across the country in forests, grasslands, and chaparral, this paper focuses on forest fires in the 
American West. Nearly 3.2 million homes in California alone are at very high or extreme risk of wildfire according to the 
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection.1 The West is undergoing an explosion in development, much of 
it occurring within or near the borders of public, state, and private forestland—in what is known as the Wildland-Urban 
Interface, or “WUI.” National demographic shifts mean that more and more people are building homes in the WUI. 
Some experts estimate that nearly 60 percent of all new home construction between 1990 and 2000 was done in WUI 
areas.2 With more and more people moving into these at-risk communities, the need is greater than ever for the govern-
ment to step up forest fire protections.
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FIREWISE MEASURES MAKE HOMES FIRE SAFE
Firewise methods work: U.S. Forest Service research has shown conclusively that firewise methods are the way to protect 
homes from wildfires. Firewise methods convert high-intensity fires to low-intensity ones around homes, and keep low-
intensity fires from igniting structures. When homes are not firewise, even low-intensity fires can set a house ablaze. 

FEDERAL FIRE PROTECTIONS FALL SHORT
Although solutions exist to protect homeowners and neighborhoods in the West from forest fires, the federal government 
is still not doing what it needs to do to make sure these proven methods are implemented on the ground. Instead, federal 
agencies charged with responding to wildland fire threats continue to invest huge sums of money in logging projects 
that take place far away from communities, have not been shown to reduce community risk, and may in fact exacerbate 
fires because commercial logging removes the least flammable materials, often leaving the rest behind, and logging roads 
greatly increase human-caused fire starts. In fact, only 3 percent of the $2.7 billion federal fire budget is dedicated to sup-
porting state and local community fire programs that, among other things, promote firewise measures. Funding for these 
programs has been repeatedly slashed; it is now little more than half of the 2001 level. 

PROTECTING LIFE AND PROPERTY MUST BE THE TOP PRIORITY
Firewise improvements are the only proven way to protect homes from fires. The federal government must make spend-
ing and policy decisions that support effective firewise improvements, rather than spending funds on activities that may 
do nothing to save homes or reduce forest fires—and worse, may even increase risks. NRDC research points to the fol-
lowing recommendations for ensuring that all homes and residents are protected:
� Funding must be shifted away from counterproductive programs such as subsidized logging and road-building and 
channeled into programs that can most increase fire safety, including identification of high-risk communities, public 
education, community planning, and implementation of firewise practices.
� The Forest Service hazardous fuels reduction program budget—currently used to fund unproven fire prevention 
techniques—should be directly funding community firewise needs.3 In particular, federal lands in the immediate vicinity 
of homes, communities, and public infrastructure need to be made firewise.
� State and local governments must receive more federal support to directly help homeowners and community leaders 
implement firewise practices.

Communities urgently need education, planning, and resources in order to prepare for wildfire events. It is time for 
Congress to insist that federal fire agencies’ budgets clearly reflect the national priority to protect homes.

Make Your Home Firewise

Residents in the West and other fire-prone areas can protect their homes from forest fires with some easy, 
relatively affordable fixes:
• Install fire-resistant roofing when replacing existing roofs.
• When landscaping, remove the most flammable vegetation from the immediate vicinity of your home by 

spacing shrubs, pruning tree branches up from the ground and away from structures, removing smaller, more 
flammable trees, and disposing of dead leaves and needles.4 

• Make home exteriors fire-resistant and install solid core doors that can withstand high temperatures and delay, 
or even prevent, exterior ignition.

• Replace easily breakable single-pane windows with double pane windows or tempered glass, or cover single-
pane windows with window covers.

• Apply fire-resistant coating to outdoor decks, or enclose the underside of a deck to leave it less vulnerable to flame.
• Make sure the street address is clear from the street and that the driveway is easy to navigate, to ensure that 

fire crews can locate and access the home in case of fire.
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1. Forest Communities at Risk

For years, wildfires have conjured fear in communities across the American West. 

Smokey Bear taught us all that forest fires are harmful and should be prevented. Yet 

scientific investigation has concluded that fire is an essential aspect of a forest’s life 

cycle, as natural and necessary as sunshine and rain for most of our forests to flourish. 

Fires burn differently all over the West, depending on climate, terrain, elevation, forest conditions, and more. Each spe-
cific fire pattern is called a “fire regime,” and reflects the unique condition of the forest involved. In some areas, fire’s 
natural pattern is a very low-level burn that does not kill large, mature trees, but only clears out grass, brush, and small 
trees along the ground. In others, high-intensity blazes that burn entire stands of trees (which regrow naturally following 
the fire) are the norm. Whatever the fire regime, fire is critical for many forests to exist in their natural state and inevi-
table in almost all.

Individual forest ecosystems are specifically adapted to their particular fire regime, and many species have evolved with 
characteristics that protect them from fire, or even take advantage of fire to thrive. The lodgepole pine and the Sargent 
cypress, for example, have cones that require high heat to melt the substance that keeps the cones closed. Without fire, 
the cones would never open and release their seeds; new trees would never grow. Fires also help keep insects and diseases 
in check. 

In the early 1900s, the infant U.S. Forest Service campaigned heavily to institute a practice of aggressively fighting 
and extinguishing forest fires. By 1930, it was apparent that suppressing natural fires led to a build-up of forest material 
that caused subsequent fires to be larger and more difficult to control.5 The agency, however, continued to try to put out 
every fire by 10 a.m. the day after its discovery. Scientists both inside and outside the U.S. Forest Service now readily 
acknowledge that in many places this policy of complete fire suppression has led to significant adverse consequences for 
forest health. Conversely, where fires have been allowed to burn naturally, we see healthy forests and wildlife habitat. The 
Forest Service itself now states that, “[w]ildland fire, as a critical natural process, must be reintroduced into the ecosystem.”6

Predictably, fire suppression has been accompanied by more and more Americans building their homes in the woods. 
This growing population in the WUI escalates fire risk two ways. It increases the probability of man-made fires while 
exposing ever more residents to both human-caused and natural fires. This sets the stage for tragedy when fires eventually 
overwhelm suppression capacity. Protecting these homes and communities must be the top priority for federal, state, and 
local agencies responsible for wildfire management.
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2. Preventing Fire Damage: 

What Works (and What Doesn’t)

Fortunately, there is now a strong body of research on how best to protect the homes 

and communities facing fire risk. Extensive Forest Service research shows that the 

only effective way to protect a residence from forest fire is to make the house and 

its immediate surroundings firewise. Simple, practical measures such as converting to fire-

resistant roofing and removing all of the most flammable vegetation around a home allow 

it to survive a wildfire. 

FIREWISE METHODS PREVENT THE WORST FIRE DAMAGE
For years, observers noted that some homes survived wildfires while others nearby were destroyed. Fire behavior research 
began to explore what made the difference and which methods could best protect homes and communities. The Forest 
Service’s Fire Sciences Lab has taken the lead in researching this question, carrying out experiments by building structures 
in a forest and then lighting fires around them to understand what characteristics contribute to home survivability, visit-
ing communities that have recently experienced a fire in order to assess what actually happens to structures, and develop-
ing models to help predict home safety. 

A home cannot burn down unless it is ignited. According to the Forest Service’s lead expert on the topic of home 
ignitions, Jack Cohen: “[s]tructure ignition modeling, fire experiments, and WUI fire case studies indicate that the fuel 
and heat required for home ignitions only involve the structure and its immediate surroundings—the home ignitability 
context.”7 Cohen points to a “40-meter zone” of the home and its immediate surroundings that determines home ignit-
ability.8 Inside this zone of approximately 130 feet from the exterior walls of a home, critical but simple actions can be 
taken to address the most common fire threats and make a home firewise (for specific recommendations on how to make 
a home firewise, see page v). 

There are several ways a home could ignite during a forest fire. One of the highest risks is from something called a 
“firebrand,” a small piece of burning wood that has broken off a tree during the fire and is being carried by wind. Because 
forest fires are fueled by and generate big winds, firebrands can be carried for miles, and can land on a rooftop or be 
blown into a house vent. This causes houses to ignite and burn down. If a house is firewise, however, and has a fire-resis-
tant roof and proper vent screening, this avenue of destruction is closed off. 

A second way that a home can ignite is from fire moving into vegetation that is close to something flammable on or 
adjacent to the house. To avoid this, trees and other plants immediately surrounding the house can be managed to reduce 
the risk of fire spread, while the structure itself is constructed or retrofitted with fire-resistant exterior materials, includ-
ing doors and windows that can withstand high heat. Flammable items near a house, such as stacked firewood and pro-
pane tanks, must be relocated, and attached structures such as porches must be treated or constructed to resist ignition. 
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Firewise vegetation management includes spacing shrubs and trees, pruning tree branches, disposing of dead leaves and 
needles, and preventing vegetation from regrowing.9

Empirical evidence shows that firewise tactics work. According to a Los Angeles Times analysis of more than 2,300 
structures destroyed during California’s 2003 Cedar Fire, “[f ]ire-resistant construction and vigilant removal of flammable 
vegetation significantly improved the odds of a home’s survival.”10 In the 1990 Paint Fire in Santa Barbara, California, 
479 homes were completely destroyed, but the chances of a home’s survival increased from 19 percent to 70 percent if it 
had non-wood roofing, and from 15 percent to 90 percent if flammable vegetation had been cleared around the home. 
If both of these measures were taken, and someone was present to defend the structure, structure survival rates increased 
from 4 percent to 99 percent.11

Materials explaining how to take all of these steps are available from several sources, most notably from the national 
Firewise Communities website, which offers brochures, videos, articles, and more.12 Organizations like the American Red 
Cross and the Federal Emergency Management Agency, state cooperative extension programs, and local fire departments 
can also help a homeowner learn about making a home fire safe. In addition, homeowners insurance companies are ac-
knowledging the value of firewise practices.13 The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has established a building 
standard for “Protection of Life and Property from Wildfire,” with checklists for construction and landscaping, and rec-
ommendations for firefighter access and safety. 

Not only are these measures critical for the survival of an individual home, but they are equally essential for the sur-
vival of a neighborhood. When homes are close together, the ignition of a home can come from neighboring structures or 
landscaping, rather than a firebrand, adjacent tree, or creeping ground fire. Without proper treatments, a community of 
hundreds of houses can be destroyed in just a few hours. Similarly, community survival can hinge on firewise treatment 
of key infrastructure, including access and escape roads, public open spaces, and water supply facilities.

Despite the success of firewise methods, many WUI homes—probably most WUI homes across the West—are still 
not firewise. Homeowners who live in fire prone areas lack the necessary information and/or resources to implement the 
full suite of firewise recommendations. Moreover, many homes and much essential community infrastructure stands on 
federal lands that have not been rendered firewise.

At the same time, federal agencies continue to devote taxpayer dollars to non-essential and even counterproductive 
measures—primarily backcountry logging—arguing that they will protect communities from wildfires and ignoring the 
science that shows otherwise.

BACKCOUNTRY LOGGING DOES NOT PROTECT COMMUNITIES FROM FIRE
Cutting down trees away from communities—in what is called the “backcountry”—is not a proven method to reduce fire 
risk to homes and neighborhoods. Forest Service expert Jack Cohen states categorically that backcountry logging “does 
not effectively change home ignitability.”14 In 2005, fire scientists found that “fuels treatments have been suggested as a 
means to limit the size and intensity of wildfires but few experiments are available to analyze the effectiveness of different 
treatments.”15 An Interior Department publication noted in 2002 that “scant information exists, however, on the efficacy 
of fuel treatments for mitigating wildfire severity.”16 As recently as 2006, a scientific report concluded that “[r]emoving 
dead trees and other fuels can effectively reduce the risk of fire damage at a local scale, e.g., in the immediate vicinity of a 
home or community. However, the effectiveness of harvest in reducing fire risk over larger areas, e.g., a forest landscape, 
is less clear.”17 A comprehensive survey of the relevant scientific literature also found that backcountry logging was un-
substantiated as a fire reduction technique, stating that “the proposal that commercial logging can reduce the incidence 
of canopy fire appears completely untested in the scientific literature.”18
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In fact, forest thinning as actually performed under real world conditions can exacerbate fire risks. A recent study of 
national forests in the Sierra Nevada found that, after a forest fire, “mechanically thinned,” or logged, areas experienced 
significantly higher fire-induced tree mortality during the fire than adjacent unlogged areas. The logged areas “burned at 
high severity,” while unlogged areas “burned predominantly at low and moderate severity.”19 Similarly, the Forest Service’s 
own retrospective study of how fuel reduction efforts affected subsequent fire intensity in Colorado’s Hayman Fire found 
that “each of the different types of fuel modification…had instances of success as well as failure in terms of altering 
fire spread of severity.”20 Thus a panel of prominent fire ecologists and forest scientists reported to President Bush that 
“[a]lthough a few empirically based studies have shown a systematic reduction in fire intensity subsequent to some actual 
thinning, others have documented increase in fire intensity and severity.”21

According to the Forest Service, “Timber harvesting ‘opens’ a forest (Countryman 1955), which allows more sun-
light to penetrate to the forest floor causing the fine fuels, needles, and small sticks to dry faster and to stay dry longer. 
In addition, wind is able to penetrate into an open forest, which can sometimes cause fires to spread faster and become 
larger.”25 Often, logging operations leave behind limbs, twigs, needles, and small saplings. These woody materials do not 
have any commercial value and are difficult to remove from the forest, so they get left behind. However, they are also the 
most flammable materials. A 2000 Forest Service report found that “timber harvest can sometimes elevate fire hazard by 
increasing dead-ground fuel, removing larger fire-resistant trees, and leaving an understory of ladder fuels.”26 Moreover, 
federal agencies cannot pre-determine where a fire will start, or how it will travel once it starts, making it impossible to 
locate logging projects with any confidence in areas where fire will actually occur in the foreseeable future. 

The risks and uncertainty associated with remote thinning operations make them a poor use of federal funds intended 
to protect communities. Evidence that backcountry logging can actually increase fire risk only magnifies the concern over 
the fact that so much federal money is being spent on activities with such uncertain outcomes.

 

Firewise Measures Protect Against Fire Risks from Bark Beetle Outbreaks

Many western forests, including some in California, are currently experiencing a high level of bark beetle 
infestation, leading to a proliferation of weak and dying trees. There have been calls to cut down many of these 
trees in order to stop the spread of the beetle outbreak and to reduce the fire risk from the increased number 
of dead trees. Scientists have reached consensus on several important points: (1) cutting down the dead or 
dying trees will not stop the spread of beetles if they are already present in an area;22 (2) the high levels of bark 
beetle infestation will not necessarily increase fire risk;23 and (3) cutting down dead or dying trees far away 
from communities may not help protect those communities from fire risk.24 Concerns about fire threats from 
bark beetle outbreaks and the many dead trees they leave are best addressed by protecting communities and 
infrastructure through proven firewise methods that increase a community’s chances of surviving a forest fire. 
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3. The Love Creek Pilot Study

In the spring of 2006, NRDC engaged expert consultants to conduct an assessment 

of a typical WUI community in the central Sierra Nevada region of California. The 

Love Creek community is a neighborhood of approximately 50 homes in the town 

of Avery, located in Calaveras County. The homes are nestled within the steep slopes of a 

mixed conifer forest in a climate that is naturally home to periodic forest fires and can burn 

with high intensity. Most recently, in 2001, the Darby Fire burned more than 3,000 acres 

in the area.

The Love Creek community shares one boundary with the Stanislaus National Forest and another with private tim-
berland owned by Sierra Pacific Industries. These federal and private lands are neighbors to many of the Love Creek 
homes. 

We picked Love Creek as a manageably sized discrete study area, with residents interested in how to protect their 
homes from wildfire and willing to participate in our project. We asked our experts to assess two key indicators: how 
well prepared for fire the community is; and what it would cost, homesite-by-homesite, to make it firewise. A relevant 
question beyond the scope of our study is: how many homes in the U.S. are within the WUI and at significant risk of 
destruction by wildfire?

STUDY FINDS MANY HOMES AT RISK
Even though most of the homes surveyed met the minimum state-mandated clearance guidelines around homes, not one 
home in the NRDC pilot assessment complied with all of the basic standards necessary to ensure survival from a forest 
fire. Every home assessed failed multiple safety measures. The good news, however, is that these homes can survive a for-
est fire with easy and relatively affordable retrofit fixes. 

NRDC brought in two experts to assess fire risk in the Love Creek community. Emergency Consulting Services, inc. 
(ESCi), led by former California State Fire Marshal Ronny Coleman, examined the ability of individual homes to survive 
a wildfire, the extent of mitigation practices needed in this typical community, and the cost of such mitigation, all based 
upon nationally recognized and established professional standards. Daus and Associates, led by California Registered 
Professional Forester Dr. Steven Daus, reviewed the vegetation surrounding each home and the mitigation practices 
needed to maximize the home’s chances of surviving a fire. (For more information on the experts used in the pilot study, 
see Appendix A.)
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Working in close cooperation with the Love Creek Homeowners Association, NRDC and these experts provided each 
homeowner with an explanation of the project and its purpose. Twenty-four homeowners volunteered to participate in 
the assessment; to protect their privacy, their individual information is not disclosed. The project team spent several days 
in the Love Creek community, going from home to home to meet with homeowners and assess their property structures 
as well as surrounding vegetation. 

The team studied properties covering between 1 and 40 acres. The dates of construction of the homes range from 
1940 to 2001, with many built in the 1950s and 1960s and several in the 1980s. Because of the range of property size, 
age, and style, Love Creek provided a good sample of homes that might be found in a typical WUI community.

The experts found that all Love Creek homes they evaluated lack one or more basic fire protections and therefore are 
at increased risk of catastrophic loss in an ensuing wildfire. According to Chief Coleman, “Communities up and down 
California are similar to Love Creek—responsible homeowners want to do the right thing, but often lack necessary ex-
pert guidance, and sometimes also lack the financial ability to make needed improvements in their homes.”

The good news is that with easy and relatively affordable improvements these homes can survive a forest fire. The 
most significant areas found to need mitigation were the following: 

Adjacent vegetation in many instances was not managed in a way that would prevent a wildfire from reaching struc-
tures with rapid spread rates and moderate-to-high intensities. Ground fuels, such as pine needles, cones, branches, logs, 
roots, shrubs, peat, and other flammable materials, were generally present within the assessed area, permitting fire to 
approach the structures closely. Ladder fuels that could carry ground fire into the crowns were generally present and the 
trees were too tightly packed, allowing the swift progress of a crown fire that would be almost impossible to fight. 

Eave enclosures were missing from every home assessed. When wildfires approach a home, the temperatures along 
exterior walls increase. Open joints and eaves collect heat and are often the first structural elements to ignite. 

Fire resistant exterior siding and solid core doors are important for a home to withstand higher temperatures during 
a fire and delay or even prevent exterior ignition. Constructing or retrofitting with fire-resistant exterior materials and doors 
that can withstand high heat is essential. Almost all of the homes assessed in Love Creek need additional exterior siding (19) 
and/or new exterior doors (21) to meet the minimum standards necessary to ensure they will survive a forest fire. 

Windows are also a critical component in a home’s ability to meet firewise standards. Single-pane windows can break 
quickly in a fire due to the heat, giving flames direct access to the interior of a home. Almost all of the homes assessed in 
Love Creek have single-pane windows. Replacing these windows would bring homeowners other benefits in addition to 
fire protection, including energy efficiency. At a minimum, homeowners should have window covers available to install 
before they evacuate their homes when a fire threatens.

Fire-resistant roofs and proper vent screening help prevent ignition during a forest fire. One of the highest fire risks 
is a firebrand, a small piece of burning wood that breaks off a tree during a fire and is carried by the wind. Firebrands can 
travel for miles and may land on a rooftop or be blown into a vent, causing a house to ignite and burn down. Three of 
the homes assessed need roof improvements—either replacement of roof shingles, clearing away of tree needles, and/or 
application of a fire-resistant coating. 

Outdoor decks are another area of high risk. According to ESCi, unenclosed decks allow fire and heat to accumulate 
underneath the deck and ignite structural components of a house. Four of the homes assessed in Love Creek are in need 
of deck work—either enclosing the exposed underside of a deck or applying a fire-resistant coating. 

Easy access to homes in case of forest fire is critical. Several homes needed things as simple as proper signage for their 
address (8), or driveway improvements (6).

Mitigating risks in common areas is also necessary to make each individual home and property safe, such as removing flam-
mable brush and dense trees along the roads through the community. Although the NRDC assessment focused only on privately 
owned homes and property, community-wide needs must also be incorporated in any community wildfire protection plan.

THE PRICE TAG FOR FIRE PREPAREDNESS
The average projected cost to make a Love Creek home firewise was $2,510 per home, ranging from $1,135 to $3,730 

per home. These estimates include improvements necessary to get a house, driveway, and other accessories to minimum 
standards for wildfire survivability and were based on local area costs. When translated into monthly payments on a five- 
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or 10-year home improvement loan or as part of a mortgage for a home purchase at prevailing interest rates, this becomes 
an affordable cost for many homeowners.

This amount does not include the equally important firewise task of reducing risk on the property surrounding each 
home. According to Forester Daus: “Many of the homesites evaluated need extensive work to remove the most flammable 
materials from the land. If coupled with a firewise structure, however, this effort will save houses and could also save lives.” 
Critical forestry work includes removing all understory brush and other small diameter materials immediately adjacent to 
the house, thinning ladder fuels that can allow a ground fire to escalate to a crown fire, and increasing crown spacing be-
tween the tops of trees.

The average cost to conduct the recommended vegetation management was $4,575 per parcel, or $558 per acre. The 
estimated costs ranged from $500 for a 6.9 acre parcel to $26,000 for a 40 acre parcel, based on the total estimated cost 
of the work minus any expected income from timber removed that has commercial value.

To minimize soil impact while eliminating the smallest materials (up to 6 inches in diameter), the best approach is to 
remove them with handheld chainsaws and feed them into a chipping machine that blows the chips back out onto the 
ground. According to Daus and Associates, a typical local crew can treat one to two acres per day with this method, and 
costs are generally around $1,200 to $1,400 per acre. A less expensive method is to masticate the materials with larger 
equipment that can accomplish two to three acres per day, depending on the equipment used, steepness of the terrain, 
rockiness, height of stubs left behind, and size of wood left on the ground. The costs of this method can range from $400 
to $900 per acre, depending on the same factors.27

It is important to note that these costs have risen approximately 60 percent since the field work in Love Creek was originally 
conducted in 2006. Machine work that had cost roughly $800 per acre would now cost $1,200 to $1,500 per acre.  This in-
crease in expenses can be attributed to 1) upwardly spiraling costs of fuels and lubricants, and 2) the lack of commercial markets 
for products resulting from the small material removed during these operations.28 Forest Service research discussed above identi-
fies the critical zone for vegetative treatment as the first 40 meters from the structure, roughly one acre with the house included. 

The NRDC pilot project did not examine the financial resources of homeowners who participated in the assessment. It 
is likely that many of the homeowners do not have the financial resources to fund completely the improvements necessary 
to make their own homesites safe from forest fire. And homeowners who are able to afford these costs still need technical as-
sistance to learn how to bring their homes and property to a firewise standard. Similarly, civic leaders and contractors need 
information and training if the large number of at-risk communities is to be treated in a reasonable timeframe. Public invest-
ment in making these homes and towns firewise pays off by reducing the losses due to forest fires and by making firefight-
ing easier and less urgent. Structure upgrades are typically a one-time expense. And once the initial thinning of vegetation 
around the home is done, maintenance of these safer conditions is much easier and more affordable.

LOVE CREEK’S LESSONS
Love Creek is a typical community in a mixed conifer forest prone to wildfires. It has a range of homes and properties 

that are similar to other communities found across the West. The results of the pilot study indicate that a large percent-
age of homes in high-risk communities similar to Love Creek will likely require some degree of retrofitting and preventa-
tive vegetation management to become firewise. The associated costs will vary from place to place, but community-wide 
education and planning initiatives are critical in keeping homes in the WUI safe from the risk of forest fire. In many 
places, financial incentives for homeowners may also be necessary. State and local agencies that have a presence in the 
community and prioritize firewise methods are in the best position to plan and deploy assistance. A federal budget shift 
to make these activities the highest funding priority would have a number of positive effects: 
� An increase in community, home, and firefighter safety; 
� Creation of a considerable number of skilled jobs in the fields of home improvement and forestry, substantially 
contributing to local economies; 
� A track record of federal involvement in projects created by consensus and cooperation that enjoy broad support; and 
� Reduced pressure on federal agencies to suppress fires regardless of cost.

NRDC’s recommendations for how the federal government can help vulnerable communities become firewise are on 
page 13. 
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Source: Forest Service FY2008 Budget Justification

Figure 1: National Fire Management 

Related Funding

4. Federal Fire Funds Don’t Address 

Community Safety

Only 3 percent, or $85 million, of the $2.6 billion federal fire budget is dedicated 
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STATE, LOCAL, AND VOLUNTEER FIRE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS ARE 
UNDERFUNDED

The state, local, and volunteer fire assistance programs of the Forest Service and the BLM currently provide important 
funding for genuine firewise activities. These programs fund community fire departments that have the most interaction 
with homeowners, as well as “hazardous fuels treatments, fire prevention and education campaigns, personnel training, 
equipment, personnel availability, and community planning.”33 Unfortunately, funding for these programs has been 
repeatedly slashed, year after year, until it is less than 60 percent of the 2001 level—all while more and more homes are 
being built in the WUI. The majority of these programs were first funded in 2001 for a total of $148.5 million and have 
steadily declined to the FY08 budget request of $85 million.34

Without significant additional funding to support state and local efforts to identify high-risk communities, educate 
the public, provide technical assistance, and support individual and community mitigation efforts, catastrophic fire 
events will continue to threaten life and property. Despite massive federal funds being devoted to agencies with wildfire 
responsibilities, homes continue to be lost. More than 240 homes were destroyed by forest fire in 2005 alone.35 Federal 
activity must begin to reflect the best science and the best practices available to fulfill the national priority of protecting 
homes and communities from wildfire risk.

THE FEDERAL HAZARDOUS FUELS REDUCTION PROGRAM DOES NOT PRIORITIZE 
COMMUNITY PROTECTION
The stated goal of the federal hazardous fuels reduction program is to reduce the risk of “unplanned and unwanted wild-
land fires.”36 Much of the program, however, is currently used to fund fire management techniques that are not proven 
to keep communities safe. This money should instead be directed toward firewise programs—the only way we know for 
certain to prevent wildfire damage to homes and communities, and thereby make suppression, and suppression funding, 
less urgent.

The Forest Service asserts that decades of fire suppression have significantly altered historical fire regimes by allowing 
unnatural quantities of woody fuels—small trees, undergrowth, overly dense stands—to build up in large swaths of our 
national forests. According to the Forest Service this buildup will cause these forests, when they do burn, to burn hotter 
and more uncontrollably than in the past. In some forests, particularly dry ecosystems characterized by naturally frequent 
fire, this may be the case.37 But the degree to which most individual forests’ fire regimes have been altered remains both 

Figure 2: State and Community Fire Assistance Funding FY01–FY08 (In Millions)
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Source: Wildfire Protection Funding Congressional Research Service Report for Congress, 2006, 
Ross. W. Gorte and Forest Service FY2008 Budget Justification
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debatable and highly variable, affected by forest type, microclimates, elevation, and many other factors—including past 
management action such as logging, grazing, and road-building.38 Whatever the historic or altered fire regime may be, 
the responsible course of action is to give top priority to methods proven to protect communities. 

According to a recent comprehensive review conducted by a panel of eminent forest ecologists, “[t]he characteristic 
fire regime, especially the extent and severity of fire and how often it recurs, varies over a surprisingly large spectrum. 
Fires recur in western forests from once a decade or less…to a cycle of 250-400 years.”39 Particularly in low-frequency 
forest regimes, such as high-elevation lodgepole pine forests, it is unlikely that past suppression activities have notably al-
tered historic patterns.40 Most importantly, the short and long term efficacy of fuels reduction away from developed areas 
in mitigating fire risk remains unsubstantiated. In a letter to President Bush, 12 of the nation’s top forest ecologists wrote: 
“The most debated response to alleviating destructive fires in the future—mechanically thinning trees—has had limited 
study, and that has been conducted primarily in dry forest types. Thinning of overstory trees, like building new roads, 
can often exacerbate the situation and damage forest health.”41 

A significant amount of the hazardous fuels reduction program budget is still devoted to projects that are not 
grounded in the best available science, may never help protect a home, and could indeed increase fire risk to communi-
ties. Despite this, Congress more than tripled funding for the program between 2000 and 2001, from $117 to $400 mil-
lion, and since 2002 has increased spending an additional 24 percent to $494 million.42 While these funds could be put 
to good use making communities safer and increasing the number of firewise homes, instead the agencies are using many 
of these funds in ways that are contrary to the best available science and research. 

Forest Service Mismanagement Diverts Funds to Risky Activities 

Reports on Forest Service accountability shortfalls and management failures are legion, including investigations by the 
Government Accountability Office (GAO), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Inspector General, and many 
nonprofit organizations, documenting lack of transparency, missing funds, poor data quality, and more.43 

Across the West, the Forest Service is using hazardous fuels reduction funds to log large, fire-resistant trees that are 
tens of miles from the nearest community. This pattern is problematic for two reasons: first, these projects might actually 
increase fire risk to communities; second, the Forest Service is using funds that could otherwise be dedicated to proven 
methods to make homes and communities firewise.

In California’s Sierra Nevada, for example, thousands of acres are being logged that are far from the nearest home.  
The 2006 Empire Project in the Plumas National Forest includes more than 1,200 acres of so-called group selection 
clearcuts—a patchwork quilt of clearcuts, generally two acres in size, across the landscape. It also includes more than 6,600 

Source: Wildfire Protection Funding Congressional Research Service Report for Congress, 2006, 
Ross. W. Gorte and Forest Service FY2008 Budget Justification 

Figure 3: Hazardous Fuels Reduction Funding 2000–2008
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acres of “fuel breaks” up to a half-mile wide, and another 2,370 acres with large tree logging.52 The 2007 Kings River 
Project would entail more than 13,800 acres of logging in the Sierra National Forest, including thousands of old, large trees, 
with more logging planned on 130,000 acres over 30 years.53

The performance records of the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) reflect this sloppiness in 
the hazardous fuels reduction program. In FY 2006, the agencies treated, through various approaches, almost 4 million 
acres of land.54 There is no clear evidence as to how much of this money was actually spent in the immediate vicinity 
of homes and communities. While the agencies do report a certain number of acres treated in the WUI, they use an ex-
tremely broad, imprecise definition of the WUI, and a large portion of the acres are not identified in any specific way at 
all. There is no way to be confident that federal agencies are meeting the stated purpose of this program: prioritizing at-
risk communities and pursuing fuels reduction in a manner that most effectively reduces threats to public safety.

TIMBER AND ROADBUILDING INCREASE FIRE RISK
The Forest Service continues to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on commercial timber sales and related roadbuild-
ing activities throughout our National Forests. Although the Forest Service has promoted these massive logging projects 
as contributing to the reduction of fire risk,55 little evidence supports such claims. 

Not only can logging actually increase fire risk (see the discussion on page 4), but the road building on which back-
country timber projects depend also exacerbates fire risk. Forest Service studies have found that the number of large fires 
is dramatically higher in areas that have roads,56 and that human-caused wildland fire is nearly five times more likely to 
occur on lands with roads.57 According to a 15-year study by independent scientists, large wildfires are more likely to 
occur and to burn to greater extents in areas with roads.58

Road building can increase fire risk in several ways. Roads open up the forest to let in sunlight and wind, both of which 
dry out the forest interior and increase flammability.59 Roads, and the vehicles that travel on them, bring diseases and pests 
into forests, which damage trees and can make them more flammable.60 Perhaps most importantly, roads provide access for 

Government Agencies Find Federal Fire Support Lacking

Regarding hazardous fuels, the Government Accountability Office found in 2002 that “the federal effort still lacks 
clearly defined and effective leadership,”44 and proceeded to document the lack of “(1) Consistent criteria to 
identify and prioritize wildland-urban interface communities… (2) clearly defined and outcome-oriented goals and 
objectives…”45 The GAO went on to conclude that, 

As a result, (1) high-risk communities have not been identified and prioritized, (2) multiple strategies 
have been developed with different goals and objectives, (3) quantifiable indicators of performance have 
not been developed to measure progress in reducing risks, and (4) annual plans and reports that have 
been developed do not describe what will be accomplished with the appropriated funds. Therefore, it 
is not possible to determine if the $796 million appropriated for hazardous fuels reduction in fiscal years 
2001 and 2002 is targeted to the communities and other areas at highest risk of severe wildland fires.46 

In 2004, the GAO concluded similarly: “Without a systematic approach to assessing risk to ecosystems at the 
landscape level, the agencies cannot effectively target their fuel reduction activities to protect areas that face the 
greatest losses…”47

Confirming these findings, the 2006 U.S. Department of Agriculture Office of Inspector General audit of the 
Healthy Forests Initiative found that the Forest Service “...lacks a consistent analytical process for assessing 
the level of risk that communities face from wildland fire and determining if a hazardous fuels project is cost 
beneficial.”48 Nor does the Forest Service “have the ability to ensure that the most important projects are funded 
first.”49 This means “The FS cannot clearly identify the level of risk to communities from wildfire. It cannot 
demonstrate to stakeholders its accomplishments in reducing those risks…”50 

The Office of Inspector General found a profound lack of data tracking and a shortfall in performance 
measures. Moreover, since the Forest Service’s funding levels are based on its ability to meet target goals of 
acreage treated and not its ability to reduce risk, the Forest Service’s prime incentive is to treat as many acres as 
possible with little regard to the effect of these treatments.51 
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more people and machinery to enter the forest, which leads to more human-caused forest fires. Or, as fire scholar Stephen 
Pyne has summarized, “Almost any map that segregates anthropogenic from lightning caused fires reveals the same geogra-
phy: people-caused fires follow people.”61 Illustrating this point, from 2001 to 2005, 84 percent of wildfires were human 
caused.62 

Financially, road building also exacts a considerable toll. The Forest Service continues to emphasize road building at 
the expense of repairing the vast network of existing roads already crisscrossing the National Forest System. Currently, 
the agency’s road maintenance backlog stands at a staggering $10 billion and counting,63 yet the administration’s deferred 
maintenance budget request for FY 2008 is only $9 million, $3 million less than the previous year.64 At this rate it would 
take a thousand years to repair just the existing decayed roads. Once again, this budget picture reinforces the Forest 
Service’s pattern of directing funds to activities with either no demonstrable contribution to community fire protection 
or with known deleterious effects.
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5. Recommendations for 

Protecting Homes and Communities 

from Forest Fires

Protecting lives and homes must be the top priority for fire protection. To 

maximize firewise conditions in vulnerable WUI communities, federal agencies 

should take the following actions to prioritize measures that are proven to 

protect homes from wildfires:

� Shift funding away from counterproductive projects such as subsidized logging and roadbuilding that can increase 
fire risk, and toward programs that can most increase fire safety, such as identification of high-risk communities, public 
education, community planning, and implementation of firewise practices.
� Dedicate funds in the hazardous fuels reduction program currently used for unproven fire protection techniques 
to direct community firewise needs. In particular, federal lands in the immediate vicinity of homes, communities, and 
public infrastructure must be made firewise.
� Increase funding to state and local governments so that they have enough resources to help homeowners 
and community leaders implement firewise practices to ensure survivability of their homes and critical community 
infrastructure. 
� Embrace the Office of Inspector General’s recommendations to improve Forest Service data quality and control 
measures in order to ensure tangible on-the-ground results.

NRDC’s pilot project indicates that communities desperately need education, planning, and mitigation resources in 
order to prepare them to survive wildfire events. It is time for Congress to ensure that federal agency budgets clearly re-
flect the national priority to protect these homes. 
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Appendix A: 

The Love Creek Pilot Study: 

Experts and Methodology

NRDC engaged Emergency Consulting Services inc. (ESCi) to assess the ability of individual homes in the Love Creek 
community to survive a wildfire, the extent of mitigation practices needed in this kind of typical community, and the 
cost of such mitigation, all based upon nationally recognized and established professional standards. The ESCi team was 
led by Senior Vice President Ronny Coleman, former California State Fire Marshal and former fire chief for the cities 
of Fullerton and San Clemente, California. Chief Coleman currently serves as President Emeritus of the Fire Education 
& Training Network and as a technical consultant to the International Code Council (ICC). He retired as Chief 
Deputy Director of the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and also served as the president of the 
International Association of Fire Chiefs. 

ESCi based its assessment on National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 1144, Protection of Life and 
Property from Wildfire, a document that “has been officially adopted by state and local governments and adapted for use 
by numerous jurisdictions involved in planning Firewise Communities.”65 

To assess the vegetation surrounding each home and the mitigation practices needed to achieve survivability of the 
home during a forest fire, NRDC engaged Daus and Associates, led by Steven Daus, Ph.D. Dr. Daus is a California 
Registered Professional Forester with over 25 years of experience developing and implementing land and resource man-
agement plans in compliance with appropriate laws and regulations. He is familiar with state, federal, and international 
environmental laws and regulations, and has worked with local fire safe councils in California as well as the National 
Forest System. 

The vegetation assessment reflects the provisions of the California state fire code and State Fire Marshal’s regulations, 
as well as generally accepted practices for forestry and vegetation management. Based on these guidelines the assessment 
considered three different management zones: an immediate home ignition zone from zero to 30 feet from the structure, 
a middle zone from 31-235 feet from the structure, and an outer zone of a five-acre area space surrounding each home, 
starting at 235 feet away from the structure. The California code does not provide a single standard for every property, so 
the prescriptions are specific to each individual site and its conditions. Forester Daus reviewed the vegetation surround-
ing each home and identified specific mitigation measures needed in each of the three zones to maximize the home’s 
chances of surviving a fire.
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